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 "The Law Offices of Carl Khalil and Sada Sheldon have been responsive, attentive, and invaluable in guiding us through franchising and trademark disputes."

 
 J WadsworthFun 4 US Kids, Florida


 "We've been with Carl and Sada as our franchise attorneys since 2012 and couldn't be happier. Carl's decades of franchisor-side expertise give us invaluable insights and guidance."

 
 M. DebenhamDeka Lash, Utah


 "I've used Sada and Carl for several years, and they've been consistently great. I never feel like they are recommending anything we do not need. I trust them 100% on all our legal needs."

 
 Gretchen Hollifield, CEOThe Dog Wizard, Ohio


 "After trying 3 other franchise law firms and receiving less than satisfactory results, I hit the jackpot with The Law Offices of Khalil and Sheldon. Carl Khalil is extremely responsive, a great communicator, brilliant in his profession, and always looking out for our best interests. Highly recommend this excellent law firm to any start-up or existing franchisor."

 
 Cathy MorseMade in the Shade, Texas


 "Carl and Sada are fantastic at picking up the phone, answering emails, and addressing our needs. But their personal investment in our business, especially Carl's annual FDD renewals, goes beyond satisfaction. We genuinely appreciate their attention, kindness, and honest approach to our business matters."

 
 Byron SchrammMidtown Chimney Sweeps, Colorado


 "The Law Offices of Khalil & Sheldon are amazing! They have done everything to help us set up and sell our franchises. They are fast to respond and very supportive in many ways. Very knowledgeable and give great guidance. We had very little knowledge of how to start and operate a franchise company and they guided us. They will be will part of your winning team!"

 
 Rhyan Finch1st Class Real Estate, Virginia


 "Carl's knowledge, response time, instincts, and overall service is the best I've ever experienced. There have been a few times where we disagreed on how to proceed with a certain matter, but I deferred to him and his expertise, going against my own leanings. Every single time he was correct and I was so glad I followed his lead. I trust him implicitly and can't recommend him enough."

 
 Kristy YoungTwinkle Toes, Florida


 "I switched to the Law Offices of Carl Khalil & Sada Sheldon five years ago.  One of the best decisions I've made. They've consistently exceeded my expectations, on every level."

 
 Dan KaplanSurface Specialists, North Carolina


 "If I could give MORE stars, I would.  Carl and Sada are AMAZING!  Carl is the most responsive lawyer I have worked with to date. The firm is well organized and never misses a deadline; they normally nudge us to move faster. Wish I had more contacts who need these services. HIGHLY RECOMMEND."

 
 Hana AdasBest Brains, Illinois


 "I would highly recommend Carl Khalil and his legal firm. They provided us with exceptional legal service and advice for our business. They understand our business, and we appreciate the value they offer. Their super swift response to our needs is an extra bonus that is hard to find these days."

 
 Marc GoodinStorage Authority, Florida


 "I very much enjoy working with Sada. She's knowledgeable and always guides me in the best direction.  Her office staff is also polite and friendly. I would recommend her to all my friends and family."

 
 Cindy Rauch, CEOSkinny Dip, Virginia


 "Sada Sheldon has served as my franchise attorney for the past several years. Not only is she easy and pleasant to work with, she is also very responsive to my calls and emails and, most importantly, has provided the correct legal advice every time. I recommend this law firm without reservation."

 
 Michael BarnettRomp 'n Roll, Virginia


 "I've known Carl Khalil for 17 years. As an emerging franchise, we could not be happier with the guidance and support that we have received from both Carl and Sada."

 
 Tiffany DodsonThe Salt Suite, North Carolina


 "I can't imagine working with any other team! They are always prompt and provide excellent counsel! Highly recommended!"

 
 Geoff BatchelderWaveMax, Florida


 "In my 25 years in franchising, I've worked with many attorneys for my franchising and trademark needs and they are the best in the business."

 
 Hommati, Ohio
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Take the first step towards success!


With our experience in franchise and trademark law, we are well-versed in handling your company’s legal needs, allowing you to concentrate on growing your business.


   Schedule a Consultation  








 

1248 Gunn Hall Drive, Suite 201
 Virginia Beach, VA 23454


(757) 263-4596
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